Pepper up your Planting

Black Olive

Black Hawk F1

AAS Regional winner, Black Hawk
F1 is a very early flower and fruit
producer that keeps up production
through fall. The consistent plant
habit and well branched fullness of
the dark green, purple black foliage
makes it an excellent addition to any
mixed container, flower bed or cut
flower design. The red conical
shaped fruit are edible but not
recommended as they are very spicy.

Thai Hot Culinary

75 – 80 days to maturity. AAS
National winner Black Olive is
great for containers and as a cut
flower in mixed bouquets. The
plant produces heavy yield of hot
ornamental peppers that are green
and turn black before changing
into a beautiful crimson red. Their
leaves and stems are green with a
hint of dark purple in them.

Pretty N Sweet F1

40 days to maturity. Thai Hot
Culinary is a compact plant that
grows up to 8 inches. These hot
green and red slender peppers
point upright in clusters. They are
excellent for cooking and as
ornamental. Their high yields and
attractive foliage makes them a
beauty in the garden. They would
also look gorgeous in a container.

AAS Natrional winner, Pretty N
Sweet is an edible ornamental
pepper that is multicolored on a
compact 18 inch plant. The plant
is attractive and can be used in
ornamental gardens and
containers. Pretty N Sweet is
earlier and more prolific against its
comparisons. It has a much
sweeter taste with more substantial
pepper walls to enjoy fresh or in
your favorite pepper dish.

Holiday Time

AAS National winner, Holiday
Time is a tiny nosegay-shaped
plant that grows only 6 to 8 inches
in diameter. The upright tapered
fruits are like elongated thimbles
and are clustered in the center,
surrounded by a halo of broad dark
green leaves. These edible hot
peppers are yellow when young
and turn orange and scarlet as they
mature.

Patio Fire and Ice
Ideal to be grown in pots, Patio
Fire and Ice grows to be under 25
centimeters. These long upright
fruits are red, orange and yellow.
They are sweet peppers and would
look beautiful with their array of
color.
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Spanish Carnival

65 days to maturity. A unique
tri colored hot ornamental
pepper for the home garden.
This full season is perfect for
any cutting garden. Well suited
for southern climates with lots
of heat and growing season.
Spanish Carnival is also a
beautiful fall season display.

Holiday Cheer

An AAS National winner,
Holiday Cheer is a beautiful
ornamental hot pepper that goes
from a cream color to yellow
then red when matured. The
small and bushy plant produces
high yields of 1 inch round
peppers. They are ideal to be
grown in pots indoors as well as
outdoors.

